This letter presents a brief framework based on nonlinear morphological transformations to generate a self organized critical connectivity network map (SOCCNM) in 2-dimensional space. This simple and elegant framework is implemented on a section that contains a few simulated water bodies to generate SOCCNM. This is based on a postulate that the randomly situated surface water bodies of various sizes and shapes self organize during flooding process.
INTRODUCTION
During flooding process the surface water bodies tend to self organize. This study that relates to know how the surface water bodies contact each other on a 2-dimensional space during flooding process is dealt with. Floods of different intensities generate typical surface water body organization network. The intuitive argument is that the smaller water bodies are more homogeneously distributed over a landmass than that of larger water bodies.
A case study using real world data is tested in our earlier study that supports that this argument is justified [1] . Small [3] . In the multiscale approach, the size of the structuring template will be increased from iteration to iteration. Due to the noninvertible property of the superficially simple erosion and opening transformations and a logical operation SOCCNM can be generated.
These transformations are systematically used to remove the supremums "A" in the set complement As a sample study, a section that contains a few simulated water bodies (M) (Fig. a) has been used. This study is emphasized on the methodology and further scope to develop quantitative methods. The SOCCNM (Fig. b) is generated from the M. The higher the spatial resolution the higher is the intricacy of the SOCCNM, vice versa. By following the mathematical framework thus developed on the data SOCCNM has been generated and shown in the Figure lb .
Such an analysis can be acquired out on multidate data of a region (e.g., landform, river networks etc.) to understand the complex limnological processes. From the present study it is deduced that even minor degree of deformation that may be reflected on the SOCCNM structural composition can be extracted by following the procedure thus developed and tested. Moreover, spatiotemporal distribution of various geologically and geomorphologically complex features can be studied further to develop cogent models of interest to geophysicists. Present study is an attempt to test the developed mathematical framework to extract SOCCNM from the section of simulated water bodies. However, these network maps across time intervals enable the spatio-temporal distribution that has not been covered in the present letter.
